
Get the speed and security your data 
deserves with TELUS Wavelength.
Need to keep up with the ever-increasing demands of your business strategy? 

It’s time to upgrade your network to Wavelength, the high bandwidth, low-latency 
service that equips your business with the right balance of speed, security and  
cost efficiency.

For organizations that need to transfer large data files, Wavelength provides fast 
and consistent network speeds with a secure connection – at a lower cost per bit 
than IP services.  

Plus, this point-to-point service not only supports today’s voice, data and video 
applications, but is flexible enough to accommodate future applications as your 
business needs evolve.

Wavelength runs on our world-class national fibre optic network. 



To learn more about TELUS Wavelength, 
contact your dedicated TELUS Business 
Account Manager, or call 1-877-710-0404.

Keep up with the security demands of your data.

Now you can enjoy peace of mind across your organization’s entire 
network, as Wavelength ensures the secure delivery of sensitive data 
between your organization’s locations, Canada-wide.

Get bandwidth speeds of up to 100 Gbps.

Wavelength scales with your high bandwidth demands and with the lowest 
possible latency, so your organization can transfer large files with ease

Enjoy a fully customizable service.

Wavelength is designed to meet the unique needs of your 
organization, as it can be custom configured based on bandwidth 
and your protection requirements.

Provide your organization with cost efficiencies.

Wavelength can offer you greater cost efficiencies than other traditional 
network solutions, as it’s a scalable service that doesn’t require a large 
upfront investment. Plus, it can be bundled with other TELUS Business 
services to increase those cost efficiencies even further.

Benefit from Wavelength today:

• Secure: Private, dedicated data transfer
• Scalable: Bandwidths of 1, 10, or 100 Gbps
• Agile: Near real-time response

• Fast: Low latency performance
• Stable: SLA guarantees
• Dependable: 24/7 dedicated support


